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Abstract
Speaker diarization systems attempts to perform segmentation
and labeling of a conversation betweenR speakers, while no
prior information is given regarding the conversation. Diariza-
tion systems basically tries to answer the question ”Who spoke
when?”.

In order to perform speaker diarization, most state of the
art diarization systems operate in an off-line mode, that is, all of
the samples of the audio stream are required prior to the applica-
tion of the diarization algorithm. Off-line diarization algorithms
generally relies on a dendogram or hierarchical clustering ap-
proach.

Several on-line diarization systems has been previously
suggested, however, most require some prior information or off-
line trained speaker and background models in order to conduct
all or part of the diarization process.

A new two-stage on-line diarization of telephone conversa-
tions algorithm is suggested in this study. On the first stage,
a fully unsupervised diarization algorithm is applied over an
initial training set of the conversation, this stage generates the
speakers and non-speech models and tunes a hyper-state Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) to be used on the second, on-line stage
of diarization.

On-line diarization is then applied by means of time-series
clustering using the Viterbi dynamic programming algorithm.
Employing this approach provides diarization results a few mili-
seconds following either a user request or once the conversation
has concluded.

In order to evaluate diarization performance , the diariza-
tion system was applied over 2048, 5Min length, two-speaker
conversations extracted from the NIST 2005 Speaker Recogni-
tion Evaluation.

On-line Diarization Error Rate (DER) is shown to ap-
proaches the ”optimal” DER (achieved by applying unsuper-
vised diarization over the entire conversation) as the length of
the initial training set increases. Using an initial training set of
2Min and applying on-line diarization to the entire conversa-
tion incurred approximately 4% increase in DER compared to
the ”optimal” DER.

1. Introduction
Given a conversation betweenR speakers, speaker diarization
systems attempts clustering and labeling of temporal conversa-
tion segments to{Sr}

R
r=1 speakers and to non-speech, while no

prior information is given regarding the conversation.
Conversation diarization is essential for several speech pro-

cessing applications such as, conversation indexing, forensics,

automatic speaker modeling and as a pre-processing stage for
speaker recognition tasks. Diarization of conversations could
also contribute to increased accuracy of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR), as these systems exhibits improved per-
formance operating on a speaker-dependent mode. Forensics
labs require processing of an increasingly large amount of au-
dio data, it could be beneficial to perform an initial review of
the required audio stream with an on-line diarization system
and apply more accurate audio diarization algorithms once the
required audio segment was found.

Major part of state of the art diarization systems operate in
an off-line mode, that is, all of the conversation samples must
be at hand prior to the application of the diarization algorithm.
Diarization is then applied using some hierarchical or dendo-
gram clustering which usually relies on the Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion (BIC) [1] for either change detection, cluster re-
combination or both, e.g., [2, 3, 4].

However, on-line diarization of an audio stream might be
imperative for some speech processing applications, such as,
continuous or spontaneous speech recognition, speech to text
and surveillance applications. These systems generally operate
in an on-line, or sometimes in a real-time manner and, thus,
requires on-line diarization systems.

Conversation diarization is a complex task to perform while
given all of the conversation data a-priori, it becomes exceed-
ingly complicated to accomplish in an on-line manner. Sev-
eral examples of on-line diarization systems can be found in the
literature, Markov and Nakamura [5] suggests on-line GMM
learning along with a form of novelty detection in order to as-
sign a new segment to one of the previously generated clus-
ters or to spawn a new cluster, the suggested system requires
pre-trained gender and silence models in order to perform
speech/non-speech and gender detection. Liu and Kubala [6]
used a hybrid approach which integrates a leader-follower ap-
proach and a global model selection criterion to perform on-line
diarization of broadcast news. Koshinaka et. al. [7] introduces
Ergodic Hidden Markov Model (EHMM) and an on-line Expec-
tation Maximization (EM) algorithm for conference meetings
diarization.

All of the on-line diarization systems encountered handle
multi-speaker conferences or broadcast news scenarios, and
most require some labeled data in order to train inherent models
used for speech/non-speech classification, gender detection and
for spawning speaker models.

Broadcast news and conferences recordings differs greatly
from telephone conversations in both environmental and con-
tent characteristics. For conferences recordings, environmental
conditions are generally familiar, that is, channel conditions are
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Figure 1:Baseline diarization system.

fixed during the entire recording, non-speech segments would
generally contain silence. For both broadcast news and confer-
ence recordings, the audio stream and speaker turns are gen-
erally long in duration. Hierarchical clustering using statistical
similarity measures generally exhibits sufficient diarization per-
formance under these conditions, this is due to the abundance
in statistics available for model size estimation and for speaker
model training.

Telephone conversations, however, does not always share
these characteristics, conversations are generally short in du-
ration and speaker turns are usually short, thus, not allow-
ing sufficient statistics to be gathered for the change detec-
tion stage of hierarchical clustering [8]. Environmental con-
ditions could change during the conversation, either by chang-
ing the channel (recording is made from two different channels)
or from a change in scenery (cellular phone recording), thus,
speech/non-speech classification task appears much more com-
plex and a-priori training of speaker or background models for
speech/non-speech classification seems irrelevant. The use of
off-line trained background models for spawning speaker mod-
els during the conversation could be implemented, however,
channel compensation such as the Nuisance Attribute Projec-
tion (NAP) must be applied [9], channel compensation gener-
ally requires sufficient amount of speaker data and is appropri-
ate for a unique speaker, and thus, hard to implement.

One major advantage telephone conversation diarization
has over conference or broadcast news diarization is that the
number of speaker is assumed to be known and fixed (R = 2),
the diarization system presented would greatly rely on this in-
formation.

In this paper, a two-stage, on-line, fully unsupervised tele-
phone conversation speaker diarization system is presented.
The suggested on-line diarization system relies on a Self Or-
ganizing Map (SOM) based iterative diarization system previ-
ously published [10] to perform the first, unsupervised, stage of
diarization.

On the first stage, unsupervised diarization is applied over
an Initial Training Set (ITS) of the audio stream, this enables
the construction of speakers and non-speech models and adap-
tation of the time-series clustering parameters. The entire audio
stream is segmented using the previously trained models by ap-
plying the Viterbi dynamic-programming algorithm.

Diarization was applied over 2048 conversation from the
NIST 2005 Speaker Recognition Evaluation (SER) [11] using
both the baseline system which performs unsupervised diariza-
tion given the complete audio stream and the on-line diarization
algorithm. Diarization error increases by∼ 4% compared to
the diarization error of the baseline system, this is while using

initial training set length of 2Min and applying the on-line di-
arization algorithm over the entire conversation.

The rest of this paper is as follows: section 2 describes the
baseline diarization system including modeling approach, time-
series clustering and features required for the unsupervised tele-
phone conversation diarization system. Section 3 introduces the
on-line diarization algorithm along with required computational
complexity and the on-line diarization methodologies for vary-
ing length conversations. Experimentations and results are de-
scribed in Section 4 and section 5 concludes this study.

2. Baseline Diarization System
On-line diarization is accomplished by a two stage process, first,
a fully unsupervised iterative diarization algorithm is applied
over some Initial Training Set (ITS) of the audio stream, in this
stage speakers and non-speech models are trained. On the sec-
ond stage of diarization, trained models are used in order to
perform on-line segmentation and labeling of the audio-stream.

A block diagram of the baseline diarization system used
during the first stage of the diarization process is given in Figure
1.

Assume an ITS ofN samples from the audio streamsN (n).
The initial training set is first pre-processed using standard pre-
emphasis filter,f(z) = 1 − 0.95z−1. Mel Frequency Cep-
stral Coefficients (MFCC) features are then extracted from the
ITS using 20mSec frames with 10mSec overlap between conse-
quent frames. Twelve MFCC features are extracted (excluding
c0) from each frame. The contribution of delta-features to the
overall diarization was also investigated, thus, experimentations
were conducted twice.

2.1. First-Stage Initialization

As there is no prior information regarding either one of the
speakers nor the environmental conditions and non-speech, an
initial assignment algorithm is required in order to initialize
speakers and non-speech models to be used in the unsuper-
vised diarization process. An initialization algorithm is sug-
gested in [10], namely Weighted Segmental K-Means initializa-
tion (WSKM). Weighted Segmental K-Means is basically com-
posed of a thresholded energy detector for speech/non-speech
classification followed by a variant of the K-Means clustering
algorithm used to cluster segments labeled as speech. Non-
speech segments are then clustered to construct the non-speech
initial cluster, speakers initial clusters are constructed in accor-
dance with the initialization algorithm.

Weighted segmental K-Means algorithm is described in Al-
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gorithm 1. Algorithm 1 only states the outline for applying
WSKM, for a full description of the algorithm and relative
performance comparison to other initialization algorithms, see
[10].

Algorithm 1 Weighted Segmental K-Means initial Assignment
(WSKMA)

Require: ITS = sN (n), initial training set samples.O =

{Ok}
K

k=1
, a set of features extracted from the initial train-

ing setITS

1: Perform an initial speech/non-speech segmentation.

2: Mark non-speech segments by{NS
lj
j }

J

j=1
and speech seg-

ments by{Sli
i }

I

i=1
wherelj and li are the lengths of the

segments such that
PJ

j=1
lj +

PI

i=1
li = N .

3: Estimate the mean for each speech segment{SCi}
I

i=1
,

whereSCi is the estimated mean of theith speech seg-
ment.

4: Assign a weightwi = li to each of the means{SCi}
I
i=1.

5: Initialize K-Means centroids,{Vr}
R
r=1

6: Estimate the new centroids using K-Means algorithms such

thatV new
r =

P

SCi∈Clusterr
wiSCi

P

SCi∈Clusterr
wi

7: For all {SCi ∈ Clusterr}i=1,...I,r=1,...R
assign

{Si ∈ Clusterr}i=1,...I,r=1,...R
.

Following the application of the WSKM algorithm, speak-
ers and non-speech initial clusters are generated.
Speakers and non-speech initial clusters are then trained using
a Self Organizing Map (SOM) [12] of6× 10 neurons followed
by an iterative adaptation and re-segmentation process.

2.2. SOM Based Vector Quantization

Speakers and non-speech models in this study are based on a
non-parametric Self Organizing Map (SOM) [12]. Although
speakers in the literature are almost always modeled using a
statistical model, e.g. a mixture of statistical kernel functions,
which is generally a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [13], for
short segments, there might not be sufficient statistical data to
train either the speakers or non-speech models. Light weight
and more efficient model is achieved using SOM models, while
preserving diarization accuracy. Using SOM models, each
speaker is modeled by a Code Book (CB) where each neuron
in the CB is a Code Word (CW).

Given a set of feature vectors (observations)O =
{Ok}

K
k=1 ∈ R

d, an iterative algorithm for SOM training is pre-
sented in Algorithm 2.

Once speaker and non-speech model are generated, a dis-
tance or distortion measure is required in order to perform
some time-series clustering of the data. Distortion measure is
achieved through VQ as a likelihood estimator [14].

Having R Code Books (CB) andC Code Words (CW)
in each CB, log-likelihood of the data can be estimated under
the following assumption: for each CB,{CBr}

R
r=1 each CW,

{CWl}
L
l=1 is the mean of a Gaussian probability density func-

tion (pdf ) with a unit covariance matrix. Thus, log-likelihood of
one observation can be estimated as follows: be a feature vector
ok = [o1

k, o2
k, ..., od

k]T ∈ R
d, whereT is the transpose operator,

andCW l = [cwl,1, cwl,2, ..., cwl,d]T ∈ R
d, then:

Algorithm 2 Self Organizing Map Training
1: Initialization

• Set the size of the CB→ C
• Initialize reference vectorsv0 = {v0

c}
C
c=1

• Set small and positive learning coefficientsα andγ, and
the ”winner” neuron neighborhoodEj .
• Set the number of SOM training iterationsJ

2: for j = 1, ..., J do
3: Randomly choose an observationO(kr)
4: Find the “winner” (closest) neuron

vj
c∗ = min

c
||O(kr) − vj

c ||
2 ∀c = 1, ..., C

5: Update the “winner” neuronvj
c∗ and it’s neighbor neu-

ronesEj
c∗ :

vj+1
c = vj

c + αj
h

O(kr) − vj
c

i

i ∈ Ej
c∗

vj+1
c = vj

c i /∈ Ek
c∗

6: Decrease the learning coefficientαj+1 = αj − ǫ
7: Decrease the neighborhood radiusEj+1 = Ej − γ
8: end for

L(Ok|CBr) = −
d

2
log(2π)−

1

2
(Ok−CW l∗,n

r )T (Ok−CW l∗,n
r )

(1)
Where

l∗ = arg max
l=1,...,L

{(Ok − CW l,n
r )T (Ok − CW l,n

r ) (2)

Joint likelihood of all of the observations givenCBr is
then:

L(O|CBr) = −
dK

2
log(2π)−

−
K

X

k=1

(Ok − CW l∗,n
r )T (Ok − CW l∗,n

r ) (3)

2.3. HMM Time-Series Clustering

Time series clustering in this study is conducted using a modi-
fied Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Hidden Markov Model is
a statistical finite-state machine characterized entirely by model
parametersλ = (A, B, π), whereA is the state transition
probabilities matrix,B states the observation likelihood (emis-
sion) matrix andπ states the initial probabilities for each state,
HMM’s with applications in speech recognition are extensively
reviewed in [15]. Although speech recognition and speech di-
arization share some common properties, HMM as described in
[15] could not be applied without some modifications.

Modifications to the HMM are in the physical restriction
over speaker turns. Though finely tuned HMM could handle
time-series clustering of the conversation with fair accuracy,
diarization is generally performed in absence of such tuned
model, HMM parameters then must be estimated from the data.
In order to provide some constraints for parameter estimation,
a minimum durationτ is enforced over speaker turns, it is as-
sumed that once speakerr has commenced speaking, he/she
would continue speaking for at leastτ seconds.
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Such HMM can be described using a hyper-state transition
matrix. Assume each speaker and non-speech forms a hyper-
state in a HMM as shown in Figure. 2.

Figure 2:Hyper state HMM.

Hyper-state transition matrixA is a block matrix:

A =

0

B

B

B

@

ar1,r1
ar1,r2

· · · ar1,rR

ar2,r1
ar2,r2

· · · ar2,rR

...
...

. . .
...

arR,r1
arR,r2

· · · arR,rR

1

C

C

C

A

Rτ×Rτ

(4)

With diagonal elements which are hyper-state transition
matrices:

ari,ri =

0

B

B

B

@

0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

p(ri|ri) 0 0 · · · 0

1

C

C

C

A

τ×τ

(5)

and off-diagonal elements, which are inter-hyper-state tran-
sition matrices:

ari,rj =

0

B

B

B

@

0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

p(ri|rj) 0 0 · · · 0

1

C

C

C

A

τ×τ

(6)

By adhering to this approach, standard time-series cluster-
ing accomplished by the Viterbi algorithm [15] can be used for
speaker diarization. Construction of the observation matrix is
through the use of SOM as a likelihood estimator discussed in
the previous sub-section. Initial probabilities are uniformly set
as 1

R
. Hidden Markov Model parameters are updated on each

consecutive iteration of the diarization system, thus, approach-
ing the desired tuned HMM which will be used on the second
stage of on-line diarization.

Speaker models are trained on each iteration of the diariza-
tion system in accordance with the Viterbi path. Using this ap-
proach speaker models are also adapted as to better describe
speakers and non-speech properties.

2.4. Unsupervised Diarization

Diarization of the ITS is accomplished by following Algorithm
3.

Algorithm 3 Unsupervised Diarization
1: Initialization

• Set the number of iterations→ I
• Set the minimum duration constraint→ τ
• Set speaker and non-speech initial clusters{Sr}

R+1

r=1

TrainM = {Mr}
R+1

r=1 models from the initial cluster using
the SOM algorithm
• Initialize HMM

2: for j = 1, ..., I do
3: Apply the Viterbi algorithm usingR+1 models and the

set of observations observationsO = {Ok}
K
k=1

4: Cluster the conversation intoR + 1 clusters in accor-
dance with the Viterbi path

5: Train M = {Mr}
R+1

r=1 models from previous stage
clusters using the SOM algorithm

6: Update HMM parameters in accordance with the
Viterbi path

7: end for

Once ITS is fully processed,M = {Mr}
R+1

r=1 speaker and
non speech models as well as a tuned HMM are available, these
will be used for the rapid on-line diarization stage. Both speak-
ers and non speech model and HMM parameters would cer-
tainly be more accurately trained to fit source properties given
the entire body of data, however, lacking all of the data, using
part of the data to update model parameters seems a reasonable
enough approach.

3. On-Line Diarization
On-line diarization in this study is accomplished by applying
unsupervised diarization over an ITS of the audio stream (this
segment length states the principle delay of the on-line diariza-
tion system), followed by segmentation and indexing of the en-
tire audio stream using the Viterbi algorithm.

A block diagram of the on-line diarization system is given
in Figure 3.

Figure 3:On-line diarization system.

WhereS1, S2 andNS are speaker 1, speaker 2 and non-
speech models respectively. HMM states the tuned Hidden
Markov Model parameters following ITS diarization. Conver-
sation samples are applied as input to both ITS diarization and
to the online segmentation such that pre-processing and feature
extraction could be performed in real time. Note that given the
speakers and non-speech models along with HMM parameters,
the on-line diarization system is entirely independent of the ini-
tial unsupervised diarization system.

Feature extraction and pre-processing are always performed
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in an on-line manner. Once the unsupervised stage of the di-
arization has concluded, calculation of the emission probabil-
ity matrix and the forward stage of the Viterbi algorithm could
also be performed on-line. Thus, in order to provide diariza-
tion results, only backtracking in the Viterbi algorithm has to be
performed, this can be accomplished in a few milliseconds.

3.1. Complexity Consideration

On-line diarization relies heavily on the rapid backtracking
stage of the Viterbi algorithm. Pre-processing and feature ex-
traction is always performed in an on-line manner, and once the
processing of ITS has concluded, calculation of the emission
probability matrix as well as the forward stage of the Viterbi al-
gorithm could be performed on-line as well.
This way, once required, the segmentation and labeling of the
audio stream until a required timetr could be accomplished in
several milliseconds.

Backtracking in the Viterbi algorithm is basically composed
of two memory read and one memory write operations (to the
Viterbi path). Time requirements for the Viterbi algorithm as a
function of conversation length is given in Figure 4, note that
fluctuations arise due to the use of a non real-time linux operat-
ing system and the short duration of the backtracking stage.
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Figure 4:On-line diarization time.

The backtracking stage is shown to exhibit time-linear
properties and even for a very long 30Min conversation, the
backtracking stage requires less than 4.5mSec. This is less than
the window length required for feature extraction (10mSec) so,
on-line diarization could also be applied in real-time. For short
conversations (under 60 Sec) the first stage of diarization takes
2Sec to accomplish. Thus, while processing very short conver-
sations, no on-line diarization stage is required.

4. Experimentations and Results
The suggested on-line diarization was applied over 2048,
5Min length recordings extracted from the NIST 2005 Speaker
Recognition Evaluation (SRE) [11]. Recordings are of two
speaker conversations recorded using a two microphone chan-
nel (4-Wire) at a sampling frequency of 8kHz, the channels are
summed and normalized in order to generate a single channel
audio stream (2-Wire).

Twelfth order MFCC features are extracted from each audio
stream (excluding c0), including and excluding delta-features,

thus, the experiment was conducted twice.
The entire database was first processed by the unsupervised

diarization stage in order to generate a lower bound for the
on-line diarization results. On-line diarization was then applied
to the entire database using variable length ITS.

4.1. Diarization Error Measurement

Diarization error is generally measured using the Diarization
Error Rate measure as defined by the NIST Rich Transcription
evaluation [16]. Diarization error rate measures the fraction of
the time not attributed correctly to either one of the speakers or
non-speech.

Assume segments in the segmented conversationC =
{Cs}

S
s=1, DER is measured using equation 7

DER =

PS

s=1
dur(Cs) · (max(Nr(Cs), Nh(Cs)) − Nc(s))

PS

s=1
dur(Cs) · Nr

(7)
Where:

• Nr(Cs) states the number of speakers in segmentCs

stated by the reference diarization

• Nh(Cs) states the number of speakers in segmentCs

stated by the hypothesized diarization

• Nc(Cs) states the number of speakers in segmentCs that
were correctly assigned by the diarization system.

For telephone conversations diarization, only two speakers ex-
ist, however, two speakers conversing at once, that is, over-
lapped speech, must also be taken into account. The suggested
diarization system does not currently handle overlapped speech.
Segments labeled as overlapped speech by the reference diariza-
tion are always in an error state (current diarization system as-
signs segments to one of two speakers or to non-speech). That
is, the error incurred by overlapped speech is added to the over-
all DER. Moreover, non-speech is also taken as one of the mod-
els while evaluating DER.

4.2. Results

Diarization error rate as a function of ITS length evaluated with
and without delta-features are given in Figure 5.
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Figure 5:Online diarization results.
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As previously suggested, it can be seen that delta-features
does not contribute to lower DER. For short ITS, using delta-
features is shown to increase DER.

On-line diarization seems to approach the suggested lower
bound as the ITS length is increased, e.g., using 120 Sec ITS
length provides 23.9% DER, while using 180 Sec ITS length
provides 22.3% DER.

5. Conclusion
On-line diarization is implemented through a two-stage diariza-
tion algorithm. In the first stage, unsupervised, iterative diariza-
tion is applied over some initial training set extracted from the
conversation in order to produce speakers and non-speech mod-
els as well as tuned HMM parameters. The second stage of
diarization consists of time-series clustering via the Viterbi al-
gorithm. This stage employs the models and HMM generated
using the first stage of diarization to rapidly segment the con-
versation when required or when the conversation ends.

Short conversations (shorter than 30Sec) should only be
processed by the first stage of diarization, providing diarization
results 2Sec following conversation conclusion.

Applying the diarization system over 2048 conversations
extracted from the NIST 2005 speaker recognition evaluation
while using 180Sec ITS length followed by on-line diarization
to the entire conversation provided 22.3% DER. this is roughly
2.4% higher than the lower bound attained by applying first
stage (unsupervised) diarization over the entire conversation.
The diarization system suggested does not require any a-priori
given information regarding the speakers or the environmental
conditions/channel. No other parameter is required to be set
prior to the application of the diarization system, these proper-
ties makes the suggested diarization system highly robust and
scalable.
Further improvements could be applied to the suggested diariza-
tion system by handling overlapped speech detection and by
adaptation of speakers and non-speech models as the conver-
sation continues.
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